
 Are culminating
student presentations
to an audience
comprised of their
community. They
allow students to
summarize and
creatively showcase
to their audience the
things they learned in
each phase of their
educational program/
model.

Special Events

Action Projects 

Are activities that
address the causes/
effects of students'
neighborhood
concerns in partnership
with members of their
community. This is
done by recruiting
community members
to plan and implement
the action project.

SPECIAL EVENTS & ACTION PROJECTS

SPECIAL EVENTS

Mastery is a teaching strategy that allows students to teach others what they have learned: 
There are two ways that our program uses the mastery teaching strategy, 1. Special events, and 2. Action projects.

The model that serves
as the base approach
to an activity is
determined at the
start of the semester.
Students use the
reviews and reflections
at the end of each of
the lessons/phases of
their selected model
to develop their
presentation.

SELECT MODEL

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5

-Each event takes
place on a date pre-
determined centrally.

-The time for each
event is determined
locally, by each site.

-fellow students

-other schools

-school staff

-students' friends,
parents, and other
family members

-the media

-Location within
school/community is
determined locally, by
each site.

-Each event is an
agency-wide,
simultaneous activity,
with all schools
presenting in sync with
each other.

DETERMINE EVENT
LOGISTICS

Fliers are created and
distributed to publicize
the event to the
community for its
audience; the fliers
help to build
anticipation
throughout the school
for the event. Students
are actively engaged
in recruiting their
audience. The target
audience includes:

RECRUIT AUDIENCE

Returning to their
classrooms after the
event, students share
the most significant
things they learned in
the program during
the semester, as well
as the things they liked,
didn't like and
suggestions for 
improvement related
to the program. They
then either get ready
for a new model and
event for the next
semester or they wrap-
up the year with their
closing thoughts.

 STUDENT REVIEW,
REFLECTION &

REPEAT/WRAP-UP

-The Bazaar: A career
explorations fair during
the winter and spring
where students develop
presentations to sell
their careers to other
students with the help
of professionals from
their fields of interest.

-The Expo: Students
develop 3-5 minute
creative presentations
for this cultural talent
show during the winter
and spring.

-The Convention:
Students develop mini-
workshops(up to 30
minutes) about social
issues during the winter.

-The Day of Action:
Students develop
protest signs and
chants to lead an
outdoor rally/
demonstration in their
community to raise
public awareness
about their concerns
during the spring.

SELECT EVENT
FORMAT

Special events involve the following five steps:



SPECIAL EVENTS & ACTION PROJECTS

ACTION PROJECTS

Mastery is a teaching strategy that allows students to teach others what they have learned: 
There are two ways that our program uses the mastery teaching strategy, 1. Special events, and 2. Action projects.

Participants use the
phase summaries to
decide which cause/
effect of their
neighborhood
concern will be
addressed. They then
determine what
realistic action they
will take, given the
time and resources
available to the
group.

SELECTION OF
ACTION

Participants use the
Phase 1 (Self-Interests)
summary to assign
roles and
responsibilities within
the group to take on
the selected course
of action.

ASSIGNMENTS 

Participants set
deadlines to complete
tasks and implement
the action project
before the end of the
semester.

TASKS & TIMELINE 

Action projects involve the
following six steps:

Participants do their
selected action
project.

IMPLEMENTATION

Students recruit
members of the
community to plan
and implement the
project.

OUTREACH

Participants share the
most significant things
they learned in the
program during the
semester, as well as
the things they liked,
didn't like and
suggestions for
improvement related
to the program. They
then either 1. get ready
for a new model and
it's assigned event for
the next semester or
2. wrap-up the year
with their closing
thoughts.

REFLECTION 

 Are culminating
student presentations
to an audience
comprised of their
community. They
allow students to
summarize and
creatively showcase
to their audience the
things they learned in
each phase of their
educational program/
model.

Special Events

Action Projects 

Are activities that
address the causes/
effects of students'
neighborhood
concerns in partnership
with members of their
community. This is
done by recruiting
community members
to plan and implement
the action project.

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

STEP 6 STEP 5 STEP 4


